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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE SCOTTISH VISUAL ARTS GROUP (SVAG) HELD IN 
THE BOARD ROOM OF THE DEAN GALLERY, EDINBURGH,  ON TUESDAY 26TH  

NOVEMBER, 2002. 
 
 
1. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING 
 
Accepted with amendments 
 
2. MATTERS ARISING 
 
2.1 (p.1): SVAG Discussion List 
 
Secretary promised to email individually those members of the Group who had still not enrolled on the 
JISC Mail  SVAG Electronic Discussion List to encourage them to do so.  
 
7. (p.3) New SVAG Leaflet 
 
Officer had produced a new promotional leaflet for the Group. Copies had been distributed to all 
delegates attending the ARLIS Conference in August. 
 
 
3. REPORT ON UCABLIS 
 
3.1  Member outlined the principal recommendations of the Report proposing the development of a 
new distributed Union Catalogue of Art Books in Libraries in Scotland which she had prepared on 
behalf of the SVAG UCABLIS Sub-Group. 
 
3.2  The report had now been circulated to all SVAG members, and submitted to the National Library 
(NLS) in October. Cate Newton of NLS had acknowledged the document to be 'forward looking and 
well presented' and  promised to forward the proposals to the SCURL Business Committee and to the 
NLS Strategic Staff Group for official endorsement. 
 
3.3  Convenor said we could not act further until this official endorsement of our recommendations 
had been received.  
 
3.4  Convenor proposed that once such endorsement had been received,  we should again make contact 
with Dennis Nicholson at Strathclyde, and the UCABLIS Sub-Group should reconvene to agree a 
timetable for developing and implementing the recommendations. He suggested that fundraising, and 
investigating further the practical mechanics of distributed searching for the new service would need 
to be the initial focus of this work. 
 
3.5  Convenor also expressed formal thanks to HW for preparing the final report, and liasing with the 
NLS.  
 
 
4. REPORT ON SCURL BUSINESS MEETING 
 
4.1  Member spoke to the report which she had prepared and presented to the SCURL Business 
Committee on recent SVAG Activity. This had been circulated to all SVAG members across the 
JISCMail Discussion List 
 
4.2  The report gave general background information about SVAG, and highlighted recent watching 
briefs or project work in which the group had been involved: The Design and Artists Copyright Society; 
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The Artists’Books Database; the Visual Arts Research Institute, Edinburgh (VARIE); The ARLIS Union 
List of Serials; and the Union Catalogue of Art Books in Scotland. 
 
4.3  The only question which had been asked about SVAG at the meeting, was Catherine Nicholson’s 
enquiry as to whether we had discussed collaborative book acquisitions among the Group. Support was 
also expressed for the UCABLIS Report recommendations. 
 
4.4  In this context of SCURL Sub-Groups, Member reported that there was a possibility that the Scottish 
Academic Libraries Co-operative Training Group  (SALCTG) would elect to become a further SCURL 
Sub-Group, although the issue of how its future training initiatives would then be funded remained 
significant.     
 
5. ARLIS UPDATE 
 
5.1  Member reported on the successful ARLIS Conference which had been jointly hosted by Strathclyde 
University and Glasgow School of Art from 15th-18th, August, 2002, as a pre-IFLA Event. A record 
number of 120 delegates had attended, including librarians from Australia, Russia and Scandinavia.  All 
sessions and workshops had been well attended; six varied study visits had been organised; three 
excellent conference dinners had been arranged; and a formal Civic Reception hosted at the Gallery of 
Modern Art. Full reports on all the Conference sessions and worshops had appeared in the ARLIS  News-
Sheet, Issue 160, November/December, 2002, 8-13. 
 
5.2  Convenor thanked George, David Buri and John McKay formally on behalf of SVAG for their 
excellent organisation of the event. Next year’s conference was scheduled to be held in Brighton, 6th-9th 
July, 2003, with a proposed theme of ‘Creative Partnerships’.    
 
 
6. VISUAL ARTS RESEARCH INSTITUTE, EDINBURGH (VARIE) 
 
At present the VARIE Network was being developed  through collaborative research projects involving 
member institutions. Applications for project funding were currently in process with most deadlines 
falling at the end of November.  
 
6.2  It was hoped to secure funding from the Henry Moore Foundation for a Junior Curator post, 
responsible for cataloguing and creating the the prints and drawings and other uncatalogued material in 
the Paolozzi Collection at the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, and for working with 
postgraduates in History of Art at the University of Edinburgh, with the assistance of Robin Spencer at St. 
Andrews. The outcome of this proposal would be known in January  
 
6.3  Another proposed scheme, entitled ‘Visualising the Network’, will result in an exhibition and a 
catalogue of urban infrastructures. Members of staff from the Edinburgh College of Art, History of Art at 
the University of Glasgow, and Architecture and History of Art at the University of Edinburgh have 
worked together over the last few months to develop an AHRB application for this new media project. 
The result of this bid would be known in May. 
 
6.4  Funding had been secured for the AHRB-funded VARIE project ‘The Court Culture of Early Modern 
Rome, 1450-1750’, and Michael Bury had recently announced a new member of the team originally 
consisting of himself, Carol Richardson (Open University) and Helen Langdon (British School of Rome). 
In January Jill Burke would arrive from Florence to become the Post-doctoral Fellow for the project. 
 
6.5  The proceedings of the ‘Shahnama’ conference and the ‘Stuart Court in Exile’ conference would be 
published by Ashgate in 2003 as VARIE Occasional Papers. Francis Fowle, the Series Editor, is currently 
editing the ‘Soil and Stone’ conference proceedings.     
 
7. VISUAL RESOURCES 
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7.1 Visual Resources Working Group Survey Project 
 
Convenpr had contacted Morag Henderson to ask about progress on the Visual Resources Working Group 
Survey Project which had begun two years ago. Morag had now emailed Margaret Humfrey, and received 
all the survey data from her. She was scaling down the data, and collating the returns, and hoped to 
complete the survey shortly.  
  
7.2  DACS 
 
Members discussed the implications of the DACS scheme 
 
 
8. SCOTTISH ISSUE OF ART LIBRARIES JOURNAL 
 
8.1  Convenor reported that Gillian Varley (GV), editor of Art libraries Journal (ALJ), had approached 
him at the ARLIS Conference in August to suggest that SVAG should help to co-ordinate a Scottish 
edition of the ALJ. Accordingly he had convened a meeting of selected SVAG members representing 
each sector of the SVAG membership to discuss this proposal, agree which current Scottish projects 
might be included, and approach those involved to write suitable descriptive articles. 
 
8.2  After further discussion with Gillian, the following topics, authors and co-ordinators had been 
finalised. Articles were to be 2000 words long and the copy-date was the first week in March: 
 
1)   Viewpoint 

2)   Cultural Overview of Scottish Developments 

3) History of SVAG and Related Co-operative Ventures 

4) SCRAN 

5) Norman Reid on St Andrews Photography 

6) Pat Whatley on the Drawn Evidence Project  

7) National Galleries of Scotland Libraries and Developments including the 
Playfair Project 

8) The GOMA Library and Glasgow City Libraries Art Developments 

9) Dundee Contemporary Arts Centre for Artists Books 

10) Aberdeen projects: the Bestiary and LEMUR, stressing the cooperative and 
partnership angles 

8.3  Convenor said the team would be working shortly on each of these topics, and 
stressed it was a great opportunity to promote Scottish art projects.  
   
9. THE NATIONAL INVENTORY OF EUROPEAN PAINTING 
 
9.1  Officer had been approached by Andrew Greg (AG), the Director of the National Inventory of 
European Painting (NIEP), to ask if  SVAG would be prepared officially to endorse his project by email 
or letter in support of current funding applications. 
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9.2  The aim of NIEP, which was supported by the National Gallery in London,  was to bring together 
information on some 22,500 old master paintings in over 200 public collections in the UK into one 
searchable web-based database with images which would be accessible publicly through the Visual Arts 
Data Service by 2006 . 
 
9.3  Those present agreed unanimously that this project deserved SVAG support.  Officer agreed to 
circulate overview of the NIEP to all members. 
 
10. REPORT BY PUBLICITY OFFICER 
 
10.1  Confirmed that a new SVAG promotional leaflet had been prepared.  She hoped to be able to 
forward the upates to the online SVAG Membership Directory to SCURL by mid-December. 
 
10.2  She also drew attention to the Copyright Seminar: ‘Fears and Hopes in Copyright’,  which was to 
be led by Graham Cornish, an independent expert on copyright issues, at the Scottish National Gallery of 
Modern Art on Tuesday 25th February, 2003. The programme would be circulated by email and it was 
hoped to attract 80-100 people to the event.   
 
 
11. LIBRARY UPDATE 
 
Given 
 
11 ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
Convenor expressed formal thanks on behalf of everyone present and of all the SVAG membership to 
Hilary Williamson for her work as Convenor of SVAG, 1996-2001.  
 
 
12 DATE AND VENUE OF NEXT MEETING 
 
It was agreed that the next meeting would be hosted at the Glasgow School of Art on either Tuesday 24th 
or Wednesday 25th  
 


